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*****.My First ABC and Number Coloring Book is a fun new
alphabet coloring book with upper and lower case regular
letters plus companion fun letters and numbers 1-10. 72 pages
of fun and coloring, each letter A-Z has a regular version with
an upper and lower case letter and then on the opposite page
a fun letter illustrated with a cool animal or object that begins
with that letter. Also included are the numbers 1-10, set up the
same way, a regular number and a fun number. Great
coloring book for young children starting to learn letters and
numbers. Letters are large and easy to color. Animals and
objects to color include, Ant, Bat, Cat, Dog, Elephant, Frog,
Goat, Hippo, Iguana, Bottle of Jam, Kite, Lion, Mouse, a Nose,
Octopus, Penguin, the Queen, a Rabbit, Snake, Turtle,
Umbrella, Violin, Walrus, Xylophone, Yoyo, and a Zebra.
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A whole new electronic book with a new point of view. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom Its been written in an
exceedingly simple way which is only following i finished reading through this pdf in which really modified me, modify
the way in my opinion.
-- Ar ia nna  Nikola us-- Ar ia nna  Nikola us

This ebook is wonderful. I have got go through and so i am certain that i am going to likely to read through once
again again later on. You will like the way the article writer compose this ebook.
-- Miss Ar ia ne Mr a z-- Miss Ar ia ne Mr a z
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